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Abstract—Continuous monitoring of anaesthetics infusion is de-
manded by anaesthesiologists to help in defining personalized dose,
hence reducing risks and side effects. We propose the first piece
of technology tailored explicitly to close the loop between anaes-
thesiologist and patient with continuous drug monitoring. Direct
detection of drugs is achieved with electrochemical techniques,
and several options are present in literature to measure propofol
(widely used anaesthetics). Still, the sensors proposed do not enable
in-situ detection, they do not provide this information continuously,
and they are based on bulky and costly lab equipment. In this
paper, we present a novel smart pen-shaped electronic system for
continuous monitoring of propofol in human serum. The system
consists of a needle-shaped sensor, a quasi digital front-end, a smart
machine learning data processing, in a single wireless battery-
operated embedded device featuring Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
communication. The system has been tested and characterized
in real, undiluted human serum, at 37 ◦C. The device features a
limit of detection of 3.8 µM, meeting the requirement of the target
application, with an electronics system 59% smaller and 81% less
power consuming w.r.t. the state-of-the-art, using a smart machine
learning classification for data processing, which guarantees up to
twenty continuous measure.

Index Terms—Anaesthesia, electrochemical sensor, embedded
device, machine learning (ML), therapeutic drug monitoring
(TDM).
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I. INTRODUCTION

G ENERAL anaesthesia is a medical procedure that re-
quires the infusion of a perfectly balanced cocktail of

drugs [1]. The procedure of anaesthesia presents numerous
risks and side effects. As an example, the general sense of
pain during anaesthesia has been reported frequently, in around
15% of patients [2], and it is usually related to under-dosage
of anaesthetics. Meanwhile, other effects ranging from post-
operative nausea to critical brain damages and death, are caused
by over-dosage estimation of anaesthetics. The risk of death
for anaesthesiology malpractices is estimated to be 0.001% [3].
Today, the anaesthesiology practice leverages on PharmacoKi-
netics and PharmacoDynamics (PK/PD) models with Target
Controlled Infusion (TCI) pumps [4]. The patient is later moni-
tored via BiSpectral (BiS)-index, a weighted sum of ElectroEn-
cephaloGraphic (EEG) features [5]. This approach comes with
some limitations since all TCI pumps implement PK/PD models
experimentally derived from observation of drug effects on a
population of individuals, being so only statistically accurate [6].
They cannot reproduce the interaction presents in the body of
any individual. Closed-loop controlled infusion presents high
advantages in general anaesthesia [7]. Several closed-loop de-
vices are entering the clinical practice, but they are based on
ECG [8], BIS index [9], or blood pressure sensors [10], with
poor performances due to artefacts [11]. In the meantime, the
loop between anaesthesiologists and patients may be closed with
the Therapeutic Drug Monitoring (TDM). TDM provides help
in determining the best cocktail of drugs, allowing a dynamic
adjustment based on the response of the individual [12]. In this
work, we present the piece of technology required to keep track
of the infusion of anaesthetics, in real-time and with higher
accuracy.

Propofol is the hypnotic agent usually administered to induce
and maintain sedation in anaesthesia since it ensures fast and
predictable time of effect [13]. A recent publication suggested
that better control over propofol delivery is achieved with one
measurement every half a minute, in the therapeutic range, i.e.
between 10 µM and 60 µM of propofol, and with 10% accuracy
around the target concentration [14]. Propofol concentration
may be detected with non-invasive techniques in breath [15],
[16], nevertheless, the determination of correlation between
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Fig. 1. The smart pen for direct and continuous classification of anaesthetics
in human serum.

propofol concentrations in blood and breath presents another
challenge [17], that is avoided with direct monitoring in human
serum. For this reason, numerous electrochemical sensors have
been proposed for detecting and measuring propofol in hu-
man serum or blood, achieving high sensing performance [18].
Unfortunately, they are disposable sensors for single-measure
blood-spot sampling [19], and they are inefficient in an automatic
TDM closed-loop system. Electrochemical determination of
propofol suffers from the so-called fouling phenomena, which
limits stability over time of the sensor. The electrochemical
oxidation of propofol produces free radicals forming a polymeric
film that covers the electrode and degrades the signal [20].
Solutions to cope with the propofol fouling of electrodes with
specific materials are presented, without any sensor for in-situ
detection [21], [22]. In addition to the sensor, a system allowing
the monitoring of anaesthetics must include a potentiostat, i.e.
the set of electronic components required to drive and read the
electrochemical sensor [23]. Several circuits have been proposed
for this purpose, but without considering long time detection of
propofol [24], [25]. The systems proposed in literature for the
monitoring of anaesthetics are usually big and power hungry [26]
which limits their application in the surgery room, or they are
designed as multi-purpose systems [27]. Moreover, smart data
processing and display are generally missing.

In this work, we propose the first complete portable pen-
shaped device for continuous real-time detection of propofol
concentration in human serum to answer the request of such a
device for monitoring anaesthetics toward safer anaesthesiology
practices (See Fig. 1). The system has been fully characterized
and tested for the classification of propofol concentration in the
therapeutic range (10 µM : 60 µM) in human serum at 37 ◦C.

II. THE SYSTEM

The proposed complete system for anaesthetics monitoring is
shown in Fig. 2. A needle-shaped electrochemical sensor, de-
signed specifically for direct detection of propofol, is interfaced
to the body of the patient under anaesthesia (on the right). The
sensor connects to the smart portable pen (in the middle). The
pen consists of a battery-operated embedded device packaged
in a handy pen-shaped case. The device includes a Quasi Digital
(QD) potentiostat as sensor front-end and communicates via

Bluetooth. On a computer (on the left), a Machine Learning
(ML)-based model classifies the concentration of anaesthetics
and informs the anaesthesiologist continuously on the concen-
tration of propofol present in the body of the patient. The system
input is the sample of human serum taken from the patient, while
the output is the concentration of propofol displayed by the
monitor. The electronic device and its case are fully novel. The
QD potentiostat, the needle-shaped sensor, and the ML classifier
were recently published and, for the first time, in this work, they
are adapted to be inserted in a complete system.

A. Needle-Shaped Electrochemical Sensor

Propofol drug is an electro-active molecule, and it is de-
tectable through electrochemical sensors. In particular, Cyclic
Voltammetry (CV) techniques reliably determine its presence in
human fluids [26]. In CV, a voltage staircase sweep is applied to
an electrochemical cell across its Reference Electrode (RE) and
its Working Electrode (WE). The potential triggers a Faradaic
redox on the WE-interface, leading to a flow of electrons from
WE to the Counter Electrode (CE). In the case of propofol,
this current shows peaks, which are linearly proportional to the
concentration of propofol, according to Randles-Ševčík equa-
tion [28].

The target TDM application requires a sensor which is dispos-
able and that is used to continuously monitor the concentration of
propofol in a flowing human fluid. The proposed sensor (Fig. 4)
is a disposable low-cost three-electrode electrochemical cell in
a needle shape to detect propofol in human serum presented
in [29]. The electrochemical cell is composed of Pencil Graphite
Electrodes (PGE), which reduces the propofol fouling of the
surface [22]. The sensor sub-millimetre electrodes make the
system less invasive and reduce the size of samples. The sensor
WE is a 0.5 mm diameter HB mechanical pencil lead from
Papeteria Migros, 10 mm long and active area around 15.9 mm2.
The CE is another 0.5 mm diameter HB mechanical pencil
lead, 15 mm long to guarantee a correct ratio between WE
and CE area. The pseudo-RE is a 0.3 mm diameter, 8 mm long
platinum wire. The sensor features a male audio jack 3.5 mm
stereo connector, which provides a low cost, disposable, and
robust electrical standard. The full assembly, the cleaning, and
the activation of the electrode surface are detailed in [29].

B. Quasi Digital Potentiostat

The QD potentiostat leverages on the design presented in [30].
The circuit relies on analog to QD conversion, and vice-versa:
the information is encoded in the temporal distance between
consecutive pulses of a digital signal including both the prop-
erties of a digital and an analog signal [31], to maximize the
quality-energy trade-off [32]. This event-based design avoids
power-hungry Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) and Analog-
to-Digital Converter (ADC) [33], with a compact and low-power
read-out circuit (even when a numerical output is needed [34]).
Meanwhile, the event-based approach yields accuracy increase
and noise reduction [35], and it provides advantages in the
signal processing in the time domain; furthermore, the same
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Fig. 2. The anesthesiologist follows up the infusion of anaesthetics in the patient body through the portable pen. The system includes a needle-shaped
electrochemical sensor for propofol detection, a Quasi Digital (QD) potentiostat, on an embedded device, closed in a custom pen-shaped case, with Bluetooth;
communication towards an external PC running a Machine Learning (ML)-based classifier.

Fig. 3. Circuit implementation of the QD potentiostat. The driver (on the left) converts the Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) input in the potential to be applied
cross RE and WE, while the reader (on the right) converts the Faradaic current flowing through WE and CE into the QD output.

approach can be seamlessly applied to the (wireless) information
transmission as well [36].

Fig. 3 displays the circuit of the proposed QD potentiostat. The
electrochemical cell is in grounded WE topology to minimize
the number of components required [30], with a voltage driver
and a current reader. The virtual ground of the electrochemical
cell (WE) is connected to half supply voltage to avoid the intro-
duction in the system of a dual-supply. The circuit is composed
of a potentiostat driver to drive the CV staircase upon RE and CE
electrodes of the electrochemical cell and trigger the Faradaic
reaction. Meanwhile, the potentiostat reader inputs the Faradaic
current flowing between WE and CE and which is the target of
the measurement system.

In the potentiostat driver, the potential across RE and WE
of the electrochemical cell is driven by a 20 kHz Pulse Width
Modulated (PWM) digital signal, consisting of a series of digital

pulses modulated in its width. The PWM is filtered into a
continuous voltage by a second-order active low-pass filter in the
Sallen-Key configuration (AD1) at the cut-off frequency of 33 Hz
and quality factor around 0.8. The filter output voltage is directly
proportional to the Duty Cycle (D) of the PWM signal according
to Eq. 1, and the CV driving potential sweep is obtained by
modulating D. The voltage follower (AD2) avoids current flow
to the RE, standard practice in grounded-WE configuration to
avoid resistive leakage current.

V = DVDD + V0 (1)

The detection of anaesthetics is obtained by analyzing the
Faradaic redox current (i) flowing from the WE to the CE. In the
potentiostat reader, the trans-impedance amplifier (AR1) adapts
the i current to the dynamic. The feedback capacitor (CR2) is
discharged according to the input current through the integrator
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Fig. 4. Disposable pencil graphite needle-shaped sensor for detection of
propofol in human serum.

Fig. 5. Waveform of the current-to-QD conversion: the capacitor CR2 is
discharged according to the input current, after a time Toff , the comparator
sets the QD signal when V(CR2) overcomes the lower threshold (VthL). After
a time Ton, CR2 is charged again to VthH and QD is reset.

(AR2). As shown in the waveform in Fig. 5, the comparator with
hysteresis (AR3) sets the QD output signal when the voltage
across CR2 overcomes the lower threshold (VthL), after a Toff

time. When QD is high, a reference current flowing through the
feedback MOSFET (M1) and RR5 quickly load CR2. After a Ton

time, CR2 is loaded over the higher threshold (VthH) imposed by
AR3, the signal QD goes low, and the conversion starts again.
The target current (i) is proportional to the temporal distance
(time Toff in seconds) between a falling edge and a rising edge
of the QD signal according to Eq. 2, where i0 is the offset current.

i = −RR2CR2(VthH −VthL)

RR1Toff
+ i0 (2)

A D1, AR1, AR2, AR3 are implemented with the integrated
op-amp Analog Devices AD8630, which features low offset
and drift, with high bandwidth. AD2 is implemented with LTC;
6085, which guarantees 1 pA of input bias current to reduce RE
parasitic current. RR3 is equal to RR4, VthL is 1/4 VDD and VthH

is 3/4 VDD. Ton is 2 µ s (according to Eq. 3) in order to be lower
than Toff while guarantying a glitch-free electronics. The input
current maximum range is between – 60 µA and 60 µA. In this
range, Toff spans between 29.4 µs and 2.63 ms, 58.8 µs at zero
input current.

Ton = 2RR5CR2 (3)

C. Embedded Device

The core of our portable smart pen is a custom-built embedded
device enclosed in a 3D-printed pen-shaped case. The embedded
device consists of a single, double-layer Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) of size 92 × 17 mm. The case is a box-shaped container

Fig. 6. The embedded board includes on a single PCB a Bluetooth; antenna for
communication, a MCU for processing, the QD potentiostat (driver and reader),
a power manager, and the jack connector to host the sensor.

with rounded corners of size 130 × 30 × 30 mm. The PCB
(Fig. 6) includes a Bluetooth; antenna for wireless communi-
cation, a MicroController Unit (MCU) for smart detection, the
previously mentioned QD potentiostat (driver and reader), and a
power manager. The PCB is connected to the disposable sensor
with a jack connector.

The MCU is the Nordic Semiconductor nRF52840 built
around the 32 b ARM; CortexTM-M4 processor, with a floating-
point unit at 64 MHz. This component provides sufficient pro-
cessing power to guarantee future development in a fully em-
bedded framework, and it already showed excellent capability
in biomedical applications [37]. The QD potentiostat is imple-
mented on the top of the PCB with Commercial-Off-The-Shelf
(COTS) components, to reduce cost and increase flexibility. The
potentiostat is interfaced on one side to the electrochemical
needle-shaped sensor through the female audio jack connector.
On the other side, PWM and QD signals are connected to two
MCU General Purpose I/O (GPIO) ports. The system features
Bluetooth 5, IEEE 802.15.4-2006, 2.4 GHz transceiver to allow
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) communication. The Bluetooth
antenna is integrated on the PCB top layer as a copper trace
antenna. A lithium-thionyl chloride AA 3.6 V battery with a
capacity of 2700 mAh, placed conveniently on the backside of
the PCB, powers the device. A buck-boost DC-DC voltage reg-
ulator, Texas InstrumentTM TPS63031, fixes the output voltage
at 3.3 V [38].

The MCU hosts a firmware for the automatic measurement
of propofol. A mechanical switch controls the power-on of
the board. At the power-on, some configurations and set-up
operations are executed, to make the system ready to use.
The configurations include the initialization of PWM and timer
drivers, the definitions of interrupts and the BLE set-up. Once all
the preliminary steps have been executed, the MCU starts BLE
advertisement, and after the connection is established, it waits for
the start command. During this state, the device acts as a Generic
Attribute Profile (GATT) BLE server, which contains a set of
GATT characteristics. The custom service is accessible by an
external GATT client, which can call and read the measurement
GATT characteristic. In this way, the device exits the idle-state
to move to the on-state. The MCU drives the electrochemical
cell with the CV pre-defined stimuli, modulating the PWM
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signal, and samples back the Faradaic current trough the QD
signal. The sampling of QD is done by a simple counter which
measures the timing distance between consecutive pulses of QD.
The measurement is read directly by the client on the attribute
“current” of the GATT characteristic.

D. ML-Based Classifier

An external computer, running custom software, and con-
nected to a monitor, processes the measurement to provide
smart and easy-to-read information to the anesthesiologist. This
software contains a graphical user interface and a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier, taking advantages of [39], [40].

The ML-assisted method is required for compensating the
fouling effect of propofol on the electrochemical sensor. As a sort
of soft-modelling technique, instead of calibrating the sensor
with a standard linear model, the SVM is previously trained
on a set of know measure, and it learns from them the effect
of the fouling phenomena on the measurement features. In this
way, the algorithm is trained to compensate the non-linearities
introduced by the degradation of the electrode. The classifier is
the most efficient tool to directly provide to the final user (the
anaesthesiologist) the primary information necessary to keep the
constant-dose in the range of interest. On the computer resides
the external GATT client, which reads via BLE the full vector
of measurement samples. This data is stored and processed by
the software to obtain a four-features list, which is sent to the
ML-based model. Three relevant features are extracted from
the received CV, that are the peak current, the peak position,
and the total charge, while the fourth feature is the ordinal
number of measurements performed with the same sensor. A
digital low-pass filter at the cut-off frequency of 2 Hz removes
external electrical noise. The Faradaic current peak is detected
after baseline subtraction. The peak is determined by the two
features, which are the potential (position of the peak), and
the current (height of the peak). These two features are the
most relevant for characterizing the electrochemical reaction.
Moreover, the total charge exchanged in the Faradaic process is
extracted from the CV using the recently proposed Total Charge
Detection in CV (TCDC) method [41].

In this work, kernelized-SVMs are implemented since SVMs
are suitable for the classification of non-linear problems (such
as fouling) building the optimal hyperplane in the space of the
measurement features [40]. The SVM classifies the propofol
concentration into six different categorical classes with values
from zero to five representing concentration of 10 µM, 20 µM,
30 µM, 40 µM, 50 µM, and 60 µM, respectively. Having previ-
ously performed the training on a set of known measurements,
the SVM classifier is able to predict the unknown concentration
of propofol present in a target human serum sample according to
the similarity between the measurement features acquired and
the trained instances.

As fully detailed in [40], the SVM has been developed over a
Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, and the training
has been previously performed on a data-set of 600 CV accord-
ing to the target application. The processing and the algorithms
are developed in Python 3.7.4, using NumPy and scikit-learn

libraries [42]. The SVM classifier has been validated for the
detection of propofol in undiluted human serum at the body
temperature (37 ◦C) to assess the performance. Namely, the
SVM achieved a null-generalization error with 100% classi-
fication accuracy. With these results, the authors proved that
the proposed system is capable of continuous monitoring of
propofol for up to ten minutes, with one sample every half a
minute, correctly predicting the concentration of propofol with
classes of 10 µM [40].

After ten minutes (twenty consecutive measure), the needle-
shaped sensor tip is saturated, and the ML algorithm is no more
able to compensate non-linearities. For this reason, the sensor
must be disposed of leaving space for a newer one. The jack con-
nector helps to perform fast this replacement. After that, a button
present on the GUI is pressed by the user to start the monitoring
again. This operation sets to value zero the software parameter
related to the ordinal number of measurements performed with
the same sensor.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Propofol (2,6-Diisopropylphenol) from Tokyo Chemical In-
dustry Co., Ltd has been dissolved in 0.1 M sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) the day of use to prepare a stock infusion of 5.4 mM
of propofol. Six different concentrations of propofol, equally
spaced in its therapeutic range from 10 µM and 60 µM are
synthetically prepared as samples for the analysis, dissolving
the propofol stock solution in the background electrolyte in a
backer in the lab environment.

The needle-shaped sensor is connected to Metrohm Autolab
PGSTAT 302 N commercial lab potentiostat to perform its
characterization. The samples are prepared in undiluted human
serum, heat-inactivated from human male AB plasma, from
Sigma-Aldrich;, right before use, and a hot plate stirrer from
VWR; keeps the sample at 37 ◦C. The analysis of the samples
is performed in CV, at a Scan Rate (SR) of 0.1 V / s. The
potentiostat drives the voltage from – 0.8 V up to 0.7 V, with
a potential step of 5 mV, 30 ms long. The QD potentiostat
is tested for the detection of propofol with PGE electrodes in
Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) 10 mM at pH 7.4. In this case,
the CV is performed with an SR of 0.2 V / s, in the range
between –0.1 V and 1.1 V, with a potential step of 6 mV,
30 ms long. The measurement has been repeated with the lab
instrument (Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT 302 N) to establish a
fair comparison.

The calibration is evaluated in Matlab; (v. R2020a), with Sig-
nal Processing ToolboxTM (v. 8.4) and Curve Fitting ToolboxTM

(v. 3.5.11). Findpeaks built-in function is used to detect the peaks
in forms of local maxima, after a baseline (blank signal) rigid
subtraction and digital filtering with lowpass function at 2 Hz.
The calibration curve is obtained by regression built-in function,
which calculates the linear regression with a least-squares fit.
The sensitivity of the sensor is the slope of the calibration curve.
The Limit of Detection (LOD), which is the lowest concentration
of drug detectable by the sensor, is computed as three times the
standard deviation of the blank signal (in the absence of analyte)
around the peak position, over the sensitivity. The linearity of
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interpolation is established via the coefficient of determination
of linear regression (r2).

IV. RESULTS

All the components of the proposed system have been tested
and validated to assess the performance of the complete system.
The results cover the most challenging goals achieved by the
proposed smart pen for the monitoring of anaesthetics, i.e.
reproducibility, portability, and smartness. The needle-shaped
sensor has been tested and characterized for propofol monitoring
in human serum; finally, the QD potentiostat has been validated
in comparison with respect to a commercial lab instrument, then
the performance of the embedded device has been evaluated in
terms of power consumption and portability.

A. Detection of Propofol in Human Serum

The needle-shaped sensor has been tested for the detection
of propofol in undiluted human serum between 10 µM and
60 µM. Previous works proved the strong relationship between
temperature and calibration of electrochemical sensors [43]. For
this reason, and given the target application, the calibration is
performed at body temperature (37 ◦C). The performance of the
sensor is evaluated through a seven-point calibration on three
different items of the needle-shaped sensor. The results of this
analysis are presented in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 a displays the output
voltammogram (current upon voltage) obtained by a CV proce-
dure on our sensor after data filtering and baseline subtraction.
The Faradaic redox peak increases linearly with respect to the
concentration of propofol present in the sample. The calibration
curve (Fig. 7 b) displays the performance of the proposed sensor
considering repeatability and reproducibility since it is obtained
by an inter-electrode analysis. The relative standard deviation of
the calibration point is 2.4% at 60µM, with a maximum of 15.6%
at 10 µM. The sensor sensitivity is 12.29 ± 4.43 nA / µM, with a
relative standard deviation of 12.0%. The linearity (r2) is higher
than 94.9%. The LOD is 3.80 ± 1.37 µM, below the minimum
therapeutic concentration (10 µM). The position of the redox
peak is 452 ± 110 mV. Considering the interference study, [24]
discussed the interaction among the drugs in the cocktail of
anaesthetics proving that it is possible to obtain simultaneous
monitoring of these drugs (such as propofol and paracetamol).

B. QD Potentiostat Validation

The level of noise of the custom QD potentiostat has been
estimated without the sensor, sampling the current with the QD
signal every 10 ms. The standard deviation of the current is 39 nA
resulting in 11.6 equivalent number of bits, considering the full
range (±60µA). The QD potentiostat is validated against the lab
instrument (Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT 302 N). Fig. 8 displays
the results of the comparison. The output voltammogram from
the lab instrument (Fig. 8(a)) is compared directly to the output
voltammogram from the proposed QD potentiostat (Fig. 8(b)).
The different height and position of the peak are related to the lin-
ear offset introduced by the electronics, which does not change
the measurement behaviour of the system since the curves do

Fig. 7. Needle-shape sensor results: in the voltammogram (a) the current peak
shows an increase which is linearly proportional to the concentration of propofol.
This is used to extract the calibration curve (b).

not present any visible distortion. Fig. 8 c reports the analysis of
the data in the forms of calibration curves. The linearity (r2) is
higher than 99.9% in both cases, which demonstrates that the QD
potentiostat does not introduce non-linearities. The sensitivity
is 565 nA / µM with the lab instrument and 467 nA/µM with
the proposed QD potentiostat.

C. Power Consumption and Portability

The power consumption of the board has been measured dur-
ing lab testing, adding a digital multimeter in series on the power
supply of the device. Table I reports the power consumption of
the full embedded device both in idle-state and in on-state. The
on-state considers a series of ten full voltammograms, acquired
with a pause time of 30 s, without connecting the sensor. The
average absorbed current during the on-state is 20 mA, corre-
sponding to the average power consumption of 72 mW. The QD
potentiostat consumes 19.5 mW [30]. The digital control and
the Bluetooth communication total average power is 52.5 mW.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between commercial lab instrument (a) and proposed QD
potentiostat (b) in detection of propofol in its therapeutic range. The calibration
curves (c) present few differences.

TABLE I
TOTAL POWER CONSUMPTION OF THE EMBEDDED DEVICE, MINIMUM (MIN),

AVERAGE (AVG), AND MAXIMUM (MAX) VALUES, CONSIDERING BOTH

IDLE-STATE AND ON-STATE

TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

The system features a 2.7 Ah battery, supporting a battery
lifetime of 135 hours always-on, limiting the necessity of charges
and allowing continuous usage in more than one surgery per
charge. The BLE Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI)
has been estimated by the LightBlue; AndroidTM application to

be – 95 dBm at 18 m and – 51 dBm at 0 m, compliant with the
BLE standard specifications.

V. DISCUSSION

To the extent of our knowledge, the literature presents just
a few examples of anaesthetics monitoring systems including
electronics and full devices with processing and display, such as
using Raspberry Pi [25] or an IoT Cloud [26]. Table I presents
a full comparison with respect to the state-of-the-art ([18], [21],
[22], [24]–[26]). The sensor features a LOD higher with respect
to the state-of-the-art but remains below the minimum concen-
tration target of our reference application (10 µM). This work,
thanks to the results obtained in [40], has been tested for contin-
uous monitoring up to twenty consecutive measurements with
the same sensor, similarly to what achieved by the literature [21],
[22]. Our device is 59% smaller (w.r.t. [24]) and consumes way
less than one fifth of the total power (w.r.t. [26]). Moreover,
to the best of our knowledge, the proposed system is the only
one presenting a fully-wireless device and including ML-based
smart processing. The latter one compensates non-linearities and
displays with 100% classification accuracy the results [40].

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a novel smart pen for continuous monitoring
of propofol anaesthetic drug. The presented electronic device
is the missing piece of technology to close the loop between
anaesthesiologist and patient with TDM towards safer anaesthe-
siology practices. The system is developed upon a single wireless
battery-operated embedded device in a pen-shaped case, 59%
smaller and 81% less power consuming w.r.t. the state-of-the-art,
allowing full portability and enhancing mobility thanks to QD
approach. The sensor LOD (3.80 ± 1.37 µM) fits the require-
ments of the medical application, directly in undiluted human
serum at 37 ◦C, with 100% accurate ML-based classifier. Future
works will include full assembly of the system, development
of a microcatheter for the blood sampling, and the start of the
clinical test.
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